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THE PRODUCTION OF I~SONS BY PROTONS ON DEUTERONS 

H. P. Noyes 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July 28, 1950 

ABSTRACT 

An attempt is made to predict the energy and angular distribution of 

charged mesons to be expected from the bombardment of deuterium by 345 Mev 

protons assuming that the cross section for production in two-nucleon collisions 

is known. The problem is simplified by assuming that the third particle enters 

the reaction only by giving to the struck particle a momentum distribution at 

some time ~revious to the meson production, by carrying off the complementary 

momentum, and by limiting the states available through the exclusion principle. 

The possibility of the reformation of a deuteron more than doubles the cross sec-

tion for the production of positive if it occurse Hence the positive-negative 

ratio offers an experimental means of determining the spin dependence of positive 

meson production in the final state, assuming that the ratio of p-n to p-p 

production is knowno Alternatively this approach offers a method for a rough 

determination of the p-n meson production cross section using high energy proton 

beams. , 
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THE PRODUCTION OF MESONS BY PROTONS ON DEUTERONS 

H.P. Noyes 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkel~, California 

July 28, 1950 

INTRODUCTION 

' 
The purpose of this paper is to attempt to predict the energy and angular 

distribution of mesons resulting from the bombardment of deuterium by 345 Mev 

protons, under the assumption that the cross section for the production of mesons 

in two nucleon collisions is known. Alternatively, since high energy neutron 

sources of sufficient intensity and energy resolution for ru1 accurate, direct 

study of meson production in ?--P collisions have not yet been achieved, this 

analysis can offer a method for learning something of this n-p cross .section. 

The production of mesons in proton-proton collisions is being investigated experi

mentally by Richman, Wilcox, Whitehead, Cartwright, and V. Peterson(l); Keith 

Brueckner has conducted a theoretical investigation of the problem in the light 

of these experiments( 2): 

The general method of attacking the problem was suggested to the author 

by Professor Chew, i, analogy with an approach he is using in the study of n-d 

inelastic scatterin5(J). It rests upon two assumptions, of which the first is 

probably justified, while the second is open to considerable question. The 

first assumption is that the production takes place in a time so short compared 

to the period of the deuteron that the impulse approximation may be used. Since 

for the incident proton.v/c = .682, the time for it to cross a meson compton 

wave-length is only 2 percent of the deuteron period. Hence it seems reasonable to 

assume that the problem can be treated in terms of the production of mesons by two 

nucleons, one of which has the momentum distribution of a particle in the deuteron* 

while the third particle simply carries off the complementary momentum without 
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otherwise entering the reactiono The general examination of the errors made in 

impulse approximations of this type is to be discussed in a forthcoming paper 

by Professors Wick and Chewo 

The more dubious assumption is that the particles which produce the meson 

do not then interact with the third particle except in so far as the exclusion 

principle limits the states available to themo This is essentially the same 

approximation as the neglect of double scattering from alternate particles in the 

inelastic scattering of nucleons by deuteronso In the latter problem one of the 

three particles must have a large momentum relative to a pair of particles that 

are interacting stronglyo As Professor Chew has shown, this allows a straight-

forward treatment in terms of two boqy interactionso Vfuen a meson is formed~ 

however, it is quite possible for all three nuclebns to have comparable momenta, 

so that exact treatment would require a solution of the three body problemo 

Still, it can be argued that the situation is not so desperate as ·to in-

validate the method used belowo Firstly, when the three momenta are comparable, 

the exclusion principle causes a compensating reduction in the· cross sectiono A 

further limitation occurs in that the phase space available to the three particles 

in this energy region (ioeo the region of high meson energy) is srnallo Outside 

this region the effect is smallo In fact if the third particle has a relative 

energy of 40 Mev or greater, as is true on the average for most of the distribu-

tion except the high energy tail already discussed, its cross s~ction at the 

average distance from the two interacting particles (4 or 5 wave-lengths at this 

energy) covers less than 6 percent of the solid angle into which these particles 

may goo Moreove~, the interaction between the two particles which produce the 

meson can be taken into account to the same extent as was done by Bruecknero 

This interaction completely alters the two nucleon distribution both in magnitude 
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and shape; it increases the magnitude of the p-d cross section by a corresponding 

amount but has much less influence on the shape. Thus the results given below 

should be at least qualitatively correct, except possibly for the high energy 

tail. Clearly this method ignores the possibility of the formation of a triton, but 

the results indicate that this process should be separable experimental~ from the 

main body of the distribution. 

DERIVATION OF THE SCATTERING NillTRIX 

The formal statement of the above assumptions and derivation of the 

scattering matrix will be carried out in terms of the R matrix notation(3~ The 

assumption that the two nucleon cross section is known can be stated as knowledge 

of appropriate two particle R matrices. These are then combined with the assumption 

that the third particle influences the reaction only by giving a deuteron momentum 

distrjbution to one of the interaction particles a.t some time previous to the 

production of the meson, to give an R matrix for the problem at hand. 

In order to clarify the notation, consider the two particle case briefly. 

Let the momentum and spin variables of the incident proton and struck neutron be 

denoted by ~0 and ~n respectively, the final neutron variables by ~ 1 and ~ 2 , 

and the positive meson variables by~+. Then ~P' which describes the trans

formation of a proton ~ 
0 

and a neutron C,: n into two neutrons ~ 1 and ~ 2 and a 

positive meson l'j+, may be written ( ~l tltt~pl'f;0{n). Momentum conservation may 

be factored out giving 

( ~1 ~2lJ+ P\~pl ~o ~n) = 0 (kl+k2+q-Ko-Kr) (i(kl-k2)' o--1, 0""2,qlr~plt<ko-ku)' ""'o, <rn) 
,..,...,.,.,.._ .... I"'W''Ifl'tl" fMII'I'\ fVtl\ 1'/V\ IN\ 

where the spin and momentum variables of the nucleons have been explicitly intro-

duced. Note that this separation restricts us to treating the nucleons non-

relativistically throughout (except that the incident proton may be treated 

relativistically in calculating the energy and momentum available for the reac

tion; the treatment of the final nucleons can be shown to be a good approximation). 

(1) 
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The cross section for the production of positive mesons in an n-p collision is 

then to be written 

where kR = f(~~k2) and all other ~ariables in rrip are to be expressed in ter_ ms 
f'W\ N\"\"""""~ • 

of k·', q (and k0) by means of momentum conservation. That is, formally 9 r:p 
_.. """' """' 

appears in the cross section in the same way as a matrix element for the transi-

tion calculated in Born approximation; this analogy is useful in practiceo In 

fact, the whole calculation is formally equivalent to a second order perturbation 

calculation assuming that the nuclear forces and meson production arise from 

separate interaction terms in the Hamiltonian and that the corresponding second 

order calculation for the two particle case gives the correct answero 

In terms of this notation the (unsymmetrized) R matrices for the deuteron 

problem under our assumptions may be written 9 for negativesg 

(2) 

({1~2f31')~ ~pdl(;oS'n) = ~ <~1~2~~~R~PI ~ocn)o~;S3 xyn(sn€p)1f~0(~b) (3) 
~otnsp . 

and for positivesg 

+ eiSpp(t(n) ~ (p) ~+ ·]R+ ,. ~ $ ) o . l x '". ( ~ ~ )\.t (~v) 
~1 3 pp on ~n~2J vD nsp ~ ~o o (4) 

where~~(~~) is ~he incident plane wave o~os~,lfn<snsp) is the deuteron function 
k =k . . . 

l:D( o- ~ ) g
0
· ( ~ ""'-p\~(k +k =2k ) , and 2k is the momentum of the deuteron in what-

n p ~ 2 1 n p c c 
. ,.,._. """' .IW\ .,...,... 

ever coordinate s.ystem is chosen. These two equations contain the formal statement 

of the assumptions (a) that the third particle influences the production of the 

meson only through giving to the struck particle a deuteron momentum distribution 

at some time previous to the collision, and (b) that the three nucleons go directly 

into the final state c;"1 ~ s3 
without further interaction not contained in the 

:t + 
two nucleon R and R ., According to the argument given in the introduction the 

pn PP 
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interaction thus included should contain most of the influence of forces between 

the particles in the final state 11 (3) is to be antisymmetrized in the three 

final neutrons ~1s2s3 , and (4) in the two final neutrons; the c:o;t'l'esponding r 

matrices are then to be squared, averaged over the initial proto~ aod deuteron 

spin states, and summed over the final spin statesc Note that the phase in 

the production of positives can be determined on~ from a specific meson theo~ 

so that the results will be uncertain. by the amount o.f the interference term if 

empirical R matrices are usedo The cross section is then given by 

where the variables appearing in rpd and in the density--of final states ff are to 

be interpreted in terms of the new momentum conse~vation condition 

k
1
+k

2
+k/· q-k

0
-2k

0
"" 0 that arises from integrating the originalS (~.+k2~qc-k0=kn) 

IW\ Mf\ AM -. Nil\ .IW\ 1\oV\ N>1 - ,_. I"W\. 
~ ~ 

over~ and \o 
Positive mesons can also be formed with the final nucleons coming off as a 

neutron and a deuteron instead of as two neutrons and a protono According to the 

approximation being used here 9 this process wi.ll occur mainly when t?e positive 

meson is produced from the proton in the deuterono This is the same process as that 

considered by Brueckner, Chew, and Hart (5} in proton""proton .collisions9 and can 

be included by calculating 

(~l~DiY)+ IR;id1 ;o~D) .,. s'L <~n~"'l+IH;~d)l ~~)8 ~~~1 X in<~n~p)¥'~e<~A) 
oSnSp . . 

(5) 

Clearly this term is incoherent with processes that lead to one proton and two 

neutronso The alternative case when one of the two neutrons proquced in the n=p 

collision picks up the original proton in the deuteron is neglected in this 

approximationo (3), (4), and (5) are the formal solution of the ~roblem posed; 

given the R matrices for the production of mesons in two nucleon collisions~ 
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which except for phase may be learned empiri.cally 9 they enable us to calculate 

the production of mesons by proton~deuteron collisions under the assumptions 

(a) and (b) above~ and subject to the uncertainty in the sign and magnitude 

of the coefficient of the interference term in the production of positives 

introduced by the unknown phase exp i(o pn=8pp)o 

The calculation of the matrix elements and phase space integrals is 

discussed in the Appendixo Clearly (.3) ~ (4.) 9 and (5) imply a much more detailed 

lmowledge of the production process than is at present available, so that simplify-

ing assumptions have been introducedo These are general features found to hold 

for the four meson theories considered by Brueckner 1 namely scalar 9 vector, and 

pseudoscalar with pseu.doscalar and pseudovector couplingo These are that 1 near 

threshold, the two particle matrix elements depend principally on the meson 

variables 1 the initial and final spins of the nucleons~· and the magnitude of 

their relative momenta~ and only weakly on the absolute magnitude or direction 

of' the momentao Consequently when the two final nucleons are identical their final 

state must be a singlet spin stateo These restrictions arise from neglecting 

the final nucleon momenta relative to the initial momenta of the nucleons and ne= 

glecting the recoil of the nucleons due to the emission of the mesono The answers 

obtained by this approximation are in agreement with·preliminary experiments, so 

these assumptions will be used here as a semi~e~oirical resulto 

Under these.restrictions, the transition rate for the production of 

negative mesons in p-d collisions is given by 
= 

w = pd (2n/h)ff·x 1/6[1 M~n(jkl=k212'1=) J2go2(k3 + kc) 
. • /VVI />M NV'\ iW\ 

. 2 2 
= Ml (lk1-k2 1,~-)*Nl 0k2=k319 Yf)g0*(k3+kc)g0 (k1+kc) pn pn 

...., """' """ """ """ NV\ N'V\ """ 

+ IM£nClk2-k31~~=)1 2g~(kl+kc) 
""" NV' !"" fVV\ 
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- ~n Qk3-kll~ rn *~n (fkl-k21 ~rf) g~ (k2 +kc) go (k3 + kc) 
,.,.,.. """ M\"""'"' 

where M- is the two nucleon matrix element for the production of negatives and pn 

g is the momentum aplitude in the deuteron. The three positive terms give the 
0 

distribution that would be produced in an n-p collision where the neutron had the 

momentum distribution in the deuteron. The negative terms .are a correction 

taking account of those states which are excluded qy the presence of the third 

particle. 
.. 

The assumption that M is a 'constant gives the phase space for the 
pn 

problem less the exclusion principle correction. The meson distribution in the 

forward direction under this assumption is plotted in Fig. 1 to the same scale 

as the production of negative mesons in n-p collisions under the same assumption. 

The general character of this distribution persists when the forces between the 

two interacting nucleons in their final state are taken into account., 

.~., 
The experimental results on the production of positive mesons in proton-

~rotan collisions(l) are clear~ incompatible with the assumption that the matrix 
(5) . 

. element is a constant. Brueckner, Chew, and Hart have shown that the discre~ 

pancy can be removed by taking into account the interaction of the nucleons after 

(6) 

.the production of the 'meson. Essentially this is found to introduce into the R 

matrix a factor Koi(a~+k~) 1/2 if the final state is a triplet, and 0.876 K0/(a;+~1/2 
Ml€1 

if the final state is a singlet, (a2 ... fi2 • where E is the binding energy c>f the 

deuteron or of the virtual singlet level for tripl~t and singlet states .. 

respectively, 1tr = ~ (~l-k2) is the_ relati~ m<;>mentum of the final nucleons, 
""" - I'{V.. """ . -

; and K
0 

is the inverse compton wave-length of the meson p.c/h)o Since under 

our assumptions the final state in the production of negatives is a singlet, 

the result (relative to the two nucleon production) is the same for all four 
theories and is given in Fig o 2o The chief effect upon the deuteron spectrum 

(outside of the change in magnitude) of taking this effect into account is to 
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shift the peak of the distribution from 40 Mev to 60 Mevo Coulomb forces between 

the two protons in the final state might be expected to wipe out the sharp peak 

in the two particle distribution 9 but since little area is included under the 

peak~ the smoothed out deuteron distribution should be little affected by this 

t
. (5) 

correc 1on o Further, as is well known from p~p scattering 9 so that this result 

should be relatively trustworthyo In particular it is not subject to the inter= 

ference correction that appears in the production of positive mesonso 

The production of positives is more complicated in that a deuteron may 

appear as one of.the final particles, that the final state may be singlet, triplet, 

·or a mixture depending upon the theory~ and that positives produced from the 

neutron may interfere with positives produced from the proton with an undetermined 

phaseo T~e general formula for the case of a deuteron appearing as a final 

particle has already been given; the calculation is straightforward and leads 

to the result given in the Appendixo For the rest of the cross section the 

transition probability is 

wp~ = (2n/h)f rfl~n( ~1~~2~~ l']+)~2~(!?+~) 
+ IM;p< lkl=k3lfl1+) 12g~~2+~) 
+ IM;p(lk2=k31~Y)+) r2g~(kl+kc) 

- NV\ 

= M+ (lk1-k
3

!?J'()*M {l.k2=k3 jt~+")g~(k2+k0)g0 (k1+ke) 
PP Mr. ""' PP /V'A- """" """ """ '""" """" 

+Acos(Spn = ~p)rur;;n ( lk1~k2 1~1\+)*g~ (k3+k0 ) [n.~p( ~ k1=kj;r()g0(~+k0 ) 
/WI 1\M ....... """ ~ """ """" 

rN\ +~P( lk2=k3 ljrt)lg0 (kf~·k0 )]) (7) 
tvVI """' ;vY\ """ 

where Acos (6 =5 ) depends upon the theoryo Note that for equal p-n and p=p pn pp 

matrix elements the exclusion correction is one-third the correction in the case 

of negativeso This is a specific example of a general argument given by Chew and 

Steinberger(?) to show that·the exclusion correction will increase the positive 

negative ratio for the production of positive mesons by protons in complex nucleic 
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For the final state a singlet spin state (scalar or vector mesons, A= 1), 

under the usual assumption that the n-p.and p-p scattering lengths are equal, 

the production of positives is also given in Figo 2. This curve (II) is made 

up of three parts, which can be determined from the curves already given for 

the production of negative mesons (IV and V)o The distribution of positives 

produced by a collision of the incident proton with the neutron will be the same 

as the distribution of negatives (V) times the ratio of n + p ~ n~ to n + p_,.n:" cross 

sections. The distribution of positives produced in collisions between the inci-

dent proton and the proton in the deuteron will again have the same form but will 

be multiplied by the ratio of p + p _,. n+ to p + n -t n+ cross sectionso (If the 

p-n and p-p matrix elements are equal this ratio will be two, since either proton 

can give a positive meson in the p-p case.) The exclusion principle correction 

is the same as that taking (V) into (IV) times one half the ratio of p-p to 

p-n cross sections. Note that in the case plotted, (~;n / op~ = 1 and 

cr;p /~;n = 2 ), this exclusion correction is only one-third as large compared 

to the total cross section as the exclusion correction in the production of nega-

tives. Under this assumption that the p-n and p~p matrix elements are equal, the 

positive-negative ratio for mesons of 60 Mev in the forward direction is 3.S4! OoS4. 

The uncertainty is due to the possible interference between positives produced 

from the neutron_ and those produced from the proton in the deuter~n. 

For the final state a triplet (pseudoscalar theo~ with pseudovector 

coupling or 2/3 of the time with pseudoscalar coupling) the cross section is 

greatly increased by the reformation of a deuteron in the final state. The 

distribution of positives produced from the proton is much the same as when the 

final state is a singlet, but the case when the deuteron reappears as one of the 

final particles has comparable cross section. The comparison of these two parts 

of the cross section is given in Fig. 3. Note that the value of the measured 
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p-d cross section relative to the cross section measured for the production of 

positives in p-p collisions will depend critic~ on the energy resolution of 

the apparatus used in the latter experiment. (The ratio of the deuteron peak to 

the peak of the continuum distribution is given by 4n Ed/~E where Ed is the 

binding energy of the deuteron and ~E is the energy resolution in the center 

of mass s.ystem.) The total cross section in the forward direction (again assuming 

n-p and p-p matrix elements equal, and neglecting interference) is plotted in 

Fig. 4. The positive-negative ratio in the forward direction ~t 60 Mev is 
) 

8.22 ! 0.84. This large increase in the positive=negative ratio when the final 

state is a triplet is, of course, due to the added cross section resulting from 

the reformation of the deuteron. This increase ·is clearly much larger than the 

uncertainty due to the interference term. Hence, if the matrix element for p=n 

production were known to be approximately equal to that for p=p production, the 
. 

experimental value for this posi.tive-negative ratio would determine fairly clearly 

whether or .not the reformation of a deuteron occurs appreciably in p=p meson pro-

duction. Conversely 9 if the formation of a deuteron could be demonstrated in 

meson production from hydrogen, this ratio would give a fair idea as to the ratio 

of p-n to p=p matrix elements (assuming the p=n matrix element the same for both 

positive and negative meson production). 
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APPENDIX 

A. Calculation of the Matrix Elements 

The general expression (3) is specialized by the assumption that ~p 

2 
depends only on ~' D-2 9 lk1-k2 1 9 and l'J= in the final state 9 ~ and O'n in 

jW\ """ 

the initial state, and is antisymmetric in o-1 and 6i o Performing the integra= 

tions, antis.ymmetrizing in the final three protons, and taking out the delta 

function giving momentum conservation gives 

. ' 2 
-(oi<lj lk1~k3 \ rt= frn~V"'oOD.) X n<OiP""2)go(k2+kc) 

. tv"" ,....,.. """' """ 

-(0Jcr2jk3=~ 12'1= f~plooan))~ n<crnctl)go(~+kc) 
""" IW\ /WI IW\ 

Since we are only interested in the meson distribution, the result will be inte·~ 

grated over all nucleon momenta; hence the matrix element that will appear in 

the cross section may be written 

1r;dl2 '=ti!)t~ 3 L g~(k3~ko)F*(ikl=k2 \;t'\=))( ~(O'~~){ffi(J21r~~ ~<T~)* 
OQ<T'nO""n un 
0"'1 0"' 20""3 

x [ ('S_lJ2Ir~P~ aoaiJ)XD(crnct3)F( !k1-k2 i~Y))g0 (k3 +k0 ) 

(8) 

"""""""2 """""" 
= 2(e7J02lr~J o""o«n)Xn(~o·i)F( lk3-k2 \ ,vf)go (kl +kc)} (9) 

""" -"""' J\N'\ """ 

where (as is the case in the theories considered by Brueckner) the momentum 

dependence can be factored ·out as F(lki-kj ~~=), the~l is the phase space 
""" """" 

factor for three identical particles, and the 1/6 comes from the average over 

the six initial spin states. Since 

L 1- ;<o-ri 0J)XD(crncr3) 

D,<'J (10) 
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the diagonal term reduces to 

~ ~(k.3+kc) x ± []F(Ikl-k21~~f)(O""l02lr;p\(}oo-n)\ 2 

MA ""'"' 

(11) 

i.e. simply to 1/2 the matrix element (squared) for negative production in p-n 

collisions times the momentum distribution in the deuteron. This is the term to 

be expected for direct production from the neutron. (The 1/2 occurs in the two 

particle case also as the phase space factor for two identical particlese) Similarly 

the spin sum for the exclusion correction gives 

~g:(k3+kc)M;n(jk1-k2 1)~rf) ~n(\~-~~)~~':')*M~n( lk2-k3 1;'1-) 
I"V"'1""""""' /Y'""'\ ~ """"'~ ~""""' 

(12) 

So that the exclusion correction is 100 percent when the three final particles all 

have the same momenta, as it should be. Combining these and including the cyclic 

permutations of 1,2,.3 gives the result (6) already quoted. The matrix element 

for positives, (7), is obtained in the same way. Here, however, no simplification 

such as the final state being always a singlet occurs and different theories can 

give different results for the coefficient of the interference term Acos (opn~dpp). 

B. Phase Space Integrations 

The canonical variables picked were r~ the internal coordinate of the 

deuteron, y, the distance between the incident proton and the center of mass of 

the deuteron, and x, the center of mass coordinate for the three particles, with 

conjugate momenta nkr , 'tky and 'hkx. The initial kinetic energy T
0 

and momentum 
,.,.,. - N"' 

bk0 of the incident proton must be calculated relativistically but in the deuteron 
fVV\ 

. case it was found that the final nucleons may be treated as non-relativistic without 

great~ altering the meson distribution. (This is to be contrasted with the two 

nucleon case where the final nucleons may be treated as non-relativistic in the 

center of mass s.rstem, but the result must be transformed relativistical~ to the 

laboratory system.) Conservation of momentum requires that kx + q = k0 where tq 
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is the meson momentum and conservation of energy gives 
. 1 

k =~rMT - NlE- ME -l:..1i2 jk =qj 2-2!i2 k~ 2;; rg~.lk 21i 
r n 1..: o d q 6 o . 4 y Ll 4 y_j 

/VV' i\.'1 . 

where Eq = (~~c4 + t2q2c2)~- is the meson energy ~d Ed the deuteron binding 

energy. For a constant matrix element the diagonal term leads to the integral 

(;g)t .1 

. 2 _ d~ JIVl (g= 3/4 ky 2]iky 
2d~ (d!ty 2 8naN

2 

[frgo (kl) - (2n) 3 · 2 fi~ (2n)3 j(2n)3 
8

" ( a2+!,_2+ k2+_gk k 
11 

) 2 
0 =1 ~Ji. Y 3 X Y" Y . 

where the deuteron momentum distribution has been taken to be (8naN2)i/(a
2

+ k2). 

The calculation has also been carried through for the more reasonable deuterqn 

wa .3 function (exp(-ar) ~ exp(=f3r))/r with~/a = 6. The only important change 

this makes over the wave function exp(=ar)/r is that N2 changes from one to 

6(6 +1)/(6-1)2= 1.68. The angular integration is elementary and the branch 

points of the final integral allow it to be replaced by a contour and done by 

where 

2 2 r. 2 2 2 t p = G+A =B 1 r = f +4A B ] 

where k 2= K 2(4/3 G- x). r o . 

This integral was evaluated numericallyo 

(13) 

(14) . 

(15) 
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The diagonal term integral that occurs when the forces between the particles 

in the final state are taken into account differs only by the factor K~(a2+~) 

in the final integration so that this integral may again be done by residues 

giving 

(( f +A~ _\ .1. 1 .(- 1 ~ 1 .! 1 } ll 2 3/2 AB) pt(,...f) 2+B(r+fJ""] + 2_f") [a(r-fJ"''-A(r+f') "]- Ai (G+Ai J" 

where A~ = a2 /K2 or a2tjK2
0 

depending upon whether the final state is a singlet 
J. s 0 

or a triplet. The corresponding exclusion principle correction was not calcula-

ted but was estimated to be approximately the same percent of the diagonal term 

at the same meson energy as the corresponding correction for the constant matrix 

element case. 

When one of the final particles is a deuteron, energy and momentum conserva-

tion give for the density of final states 

The ratio of matrix elements for the two particle 
2 

= (2n)3 [ <1;/~-Ko] 2 

K 2 
0 

case is given by Brueckner as 

so that this result can be immediately related to our previous formulae. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Production of negative mesons in the forward direction by 

345 Mev protons assuming a constant matrix element; Coulomb 

forces neglected. 

Figure 2o Production of negative and positive mesons in the forward 

direction by 345 Mev protons leading to a singlet final state; 

interference term neglected; p-n and p-p matrix elements assumed 

equal. 

Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 

Production of positive mesons in the forward direction by 

345 Mev protons striking free protons or protons bound in 

deuterons leading to a triplet final state. 

Production of positive and negative mesons in the forward 

direction by 345 Mev protons leading to a triplet final state 

when the two final particles are not ·identical; interference 

term neglected. 
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